Applying nutrition principles
When creating and making a meal or planning a menu, it is important to take into consideration healthy
eating recommendations to ensure that the meal/menu can be consumed as part of a varied, balanced diet.
Planning

Consider whether the meal meets
the nutritional needs and preferences
of those it is being cooked for.
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Choosing

When choosing ingredients,
choose low fat/sugar/salt versions,
where possible.
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Preparing

When preparing food, limit the
amount of fat added and replace salt
with other flavourings, such as herbs.
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Consider the
budget and how
this may affect
the nutritional
value of your dish,
eg using lean
mince may help
reduce the fat
content but may
be more expensive

Serving

Use cooking practices which reduce
the amount of fat needed and minimise
vitamin losses from fruit and vegetables.

Serve the meal in proportions which
reflect current healthy eating advice.
Do not forget to include a drink.

Grill foods rather
than fry to allow
fat to drain away
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Cooking
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Do not add salt
at the table

If adding fat in a
recipe is essential –
limit the amount used
and measure it

Choose leaner
cuts of red meat
Check what fruit
and vegetables are
in season when
meal planning –
seasonal foods
are often fresher,
cheaper and have
the most flavour
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